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Abstract: Explicit forms for the orthonormal polynomials with 
respect o a given weight function on the interval [-1, 1] 
usually are difficult to construct. In this paper we give asymp- 
totic estimates for the generalized Fourier coefficients of func- 
tions expanded in series of certain nonclassical orthonormal 
polynomials without requiring explicit forms of these orthonor- 
mal polynomials. Estimates for the generalized Fourier coeffi- 
cients can be applied to the weighted least squares approxima- 
tion. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
Let w(x) be a nonnegative weight function 
defined on the interval [ -1 ,  1] such that the mo- 
ments f l lw(x)xkdx exist for all k = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  It 
is known that one can construct a sequence of 
orthonormal polynomials ( P, (x)}~= 0, where P~(x) 
is of degree n, relative to the given weight function 
w(x) on [ -1 ,  1]. That is, f ltw(x)Pi(x)Pj(x)dx 
=Sij ,  for i, j=0 ,  1, 2 . . . . .  where ~,  is the 
Kronecker delta. The generalized Fourier coeffi- 
cients of the function f (x)  with respect to the 
weight function w(x) are defined by 
an=f l_ lw(x) f (x)P , (x)dx,  n=O, 1,2,. . . ,  (1) 
and we assume that this integral exists for all 
n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
In a recent paper [l l], Wise and Gallagher give 
the following method to evaluate the generalized 
Fourier coefficients aN: 
a ~ = ~ hmC,,n, 
where h m are the Fourier-Chebyshev coefficients 
o f f (x )  defined as 
f (x )  = ~ hm exp( - im'~x) ,  
and C,,,n are defined as 
Cmn=f_  exp(-im'rrX)Pn(X)W(x)dx. 
The' above formula for Cmn involves the non- 
classical orthonormal polynomials P,(x). For the 
classical case, w(x) = (1 - x)~(1 + x) ~3, a > - 1, 
fl > -1 ,  the orthonormal polynomials Pn(x) are 
explicitly known and explicit forms for Cmn can be 
found [11], therefore, the above method can be 
applied. However, explicit forms for the orthonor- 
real polynomials Pn(x), and hence Cmn, with re- 
spect to a general weight function w(x)>i 0 on 
[ -1 ,  1] may be difficult or impossible to con- 
struct. In this paper we give asymptotic estimates 
for the generalized Fourier coefficients (1) with 
respect to certain nonclassical weight functions 
w(x) defined on the interval [ -1 ,  1] without re- 
quiring explicit forms of the orthonormal poly- 
nomials P,(x). The method is an extension of the 
results in [6,7,8] in which asymptotic estimates for 
the Fourier- Jacobi coefficients, i.e., w(x ) - - (1 -  
x)~(1 + x) ~, a > - 1,/3 > - 1, are given. 
2. The  funct ion  D(~ - t) 
t~mploying the Cauchy integral formula, the 
authors in [6,7,8] have given the following contour 
integral representation for a.:  
= (2~i) - l fcQ.(z) f (z)dz,  (2) a n 
where C is a simple closed contour which contains 
the interval [ - 1, 1] in its interior and the function 
f (z)  is supposed to be analytic inside and on C. 
The function Q.(z) is defined by 
Qn(z) = f ' t  - x ) - ldx '  
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for z i f [ -1 ,  1]. Following Szeg6 [10], we assume 
that the functions w(x) and Ilog w(x)l are Rie- 
mann integrable. Barrett [1, p. 311] gives the fol- 
lowing asymptotic formulas: 
Theorem 1. Uniformly on an)" conlpact suhset of the 
complex plane with the interval [ - 1, 1 ] deleted, 
½Q, , (z ) (~-~ ' )=(2~r)' /2~ "D(~ ')(1 +o(1)),  
(3) 
Q,(z )  _ 2,~,~_2,_~D(,e_,; w)(l + o(1)) (4) 
p,,(:) 
as n--* oo, where z= ½(~+ ~ ))andj,~l >l-  
In the above theorem we employ the mapping 
z = ½(~ + ,~ 1) which maps the circle I'll = p > 1 in 
the ,~-plane onto the ellipse Ep in the z-plane with 
foci at z= +1 and semi-axes ½(p+_p ~). For the 
inverse mapping defined by ~ = z + (z -~ - I) I''-~, we 
choose the branch of (z e - 1 )  1 /2  that makes J~l > 1 
for z ff [ -1 ,  1]. The functions D(,~ 1) and 
D(~ i; w) are defined by 
D(~ ') = exp{(4"rr)-'f[log[,,'(cos 0)1
1 + ,~ I e i. '} 
Xlsin 0l 1-~ l e i°d0 :" 
D(~-I ;  w)=exp{(2,~) ~ "~ - f ' ]og[w(cos  0)] 
1+~ ~e i0 '/ 
X ~ e ~°dO f " ~ 1 -  
for 1~21> 1. The following relationship between 
D((-~) and D(I~-~; w) can be found in [1, p. 311]: 
D(~-"w)=2[D(~ ' ) ]~' ( I -~ 2) ' forJ~]> I. 
(5) 
We substitute the asymptotic formula (3) into 
(2) and obtain the following 
a,,= -i(2,~)-'/2f,.. D(U')f(z____)) de for[~] > 1. 
(z z - 1)'/2(,, 
(6) 
For the Fourier-Jacobi weight function, w(x) 
=( l+x)" (1 -x )  l~, a> -1,  f i> -1 ,  it can be 
shown, e.g. [3], that 
D(~ ' "  w) = 2-" t'(1 + ~ ' )2"(1 - ~ 1 )2/'/ 
I~1 > 1. 
Applying the above expression for 1)(~ i: w)and 
(5), we have 
D(~- '}=2 ("~/~ 1)/~(1 +~-1) (:''+,'/'- 
or 
O(,~ ' )=1,  i fa=f i=-~.  (7) 
Following (6) and (7) and noticing that the 
Chebyshev polynomials, 7;,(.x) = cos(n cos [\). 
are orthonormal with respect o the weight func- 
tion w(x)=(2 /v ) ( l -x  e) b2. wehave 
at ~ (,rri) If( LL~! l dz, 
where z~[ -1 ,1 ] ,  z=½(22+,~ 1) and [~l>l.  
These are the Fourier-Chebyshev coefficients pre- 
viously considered by Elliott [6]. He has shown by 
different means that we actually have equality for 
all n in the above relationship. 
It is interesting to note that the error of the 
Gaussian quadrature rule relative to the weight 
function w(x) defined on the interval [ -1 ,  1] has 
the following representation: 
E,,(f)=(2~zi) ~ f [O, , (c ) /P , , ( z ) ] f (c )dz .  
see e.g. [5]. Employing the asymptotic formula (4), 
we may write the above quadrature error E,,(f) in 
the following form which is very similar to (6): 
E, , ( f ) - -  - i f .  D(~ 
w)f(2) 
~ 2,,Z~ Oz. (8) 
In order to estimate this contour integral, the 
author [3] has given the following fornmla to 
evaluate the function D(( ~; w): 
Theorem 2. Suppose the weight function w( x ) saris- 
ties the following conditions: 
(i) w(x )~0 at x= I andx= -1 ,  
(ii) w' /w is a meromorphic funetion having only 
(finitely or infinitely man.v) simple poles at a: ~£ 
[ -1 ,1 ] ,  
(iii) lw'(z)/w(z)l<~ O(p l) [or z~ E , 
then 
D(~-" ;w)=exp(Ao) l - [ (1 -~) , , '~  ,)v, 
! 
/'or 141 > I, (9) 
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where 
A o = , r r - '~  log[  w(x  )1/ (1 - x: ) ' / :dx,  
and 
= 2 Res [w ' (z ) /w(z ) ] .  
z=a I 
(10) 
Employing (5) and (9), we may evaluate the 
function D(~- ' )  under the conditions of Theorem 
2 as follows: 
D(~- ' )=  2 1/2 exp[A0/2] I - I (  1 __~-l~-l) ~'/2 
J 
×( l -U2)  '/2, 1~]>1. (11) 
If the function w(z) is meromorphic,  then the 
argument principle can be employed to evaluate 
Explicit forms for the definite integral (1) for 
several weight functions w(x)  can be found, e.g., 
in [9]. If the definite integral (10) does not have an 
explicit form, we may estimate it by employing the 
Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature rule, i.e., by absorb- 
ing the factor (1 -  x2)  -1 /2  into the weight func- 
tion, see, for example, [10,15.3]. 
3. Estimates for a .  
Estimates for the contour integral (6) depend 
on the nature of the function f (z ) .  Without repeat- 
ing the details, we shall mimic the techniques 
previously appearing in [2,3,6,7,8] by considering 
the following four cases. Details of computat ion 
for Cases 1 -4  are parallel to that of Cases 1 -4  in 
[3] and will not be repeated. Results of estimate 
will involve D(~o l) for certain constant ~0. For 
the evaluation or estimation of D(~ol) ,  we refer to 
(11). 
Case 1. f is an entire function. We use the 
method of steepest decents to estimate the contour 
integral by writing (6) as 
-_ _ (2v) - ' /2 i  fcexp[h(z)]  a n 
x D(~/ -1 ) (z  2 - 1) - ' /2dz ,  
where h(z)  = log( f (z ) )  - n .  log[z + (z 2 - 1)1/2]. 
The contour C is deformed to pass the saddle- 
points of the integrand but never crosses the inter- 
val [ -1 ,  1]. If h'(z) has a simple zero at z 0 
[ -1 ,  1], we may use the saddle-point method to 
estimate the above contour integral. As before we 
let ~0 = zo + (Zo 2- 1) 1/2 and choose the branch of 
(Zo 2 -- 1) ' /2  such that [~ol > 1. For large n, assum- 
ing the main contribution to the contour integral 
comes from the integral passing through the sad- 
dle-point z 0 (where h'(zo)= 0), we obtain the fol- 
lowing estimate for a,:  
a~ = -a i lh" (  Zo)] - ' /2 exp[h(z0)  ] 
×D(~o ' ) (z  2 -  1) -1/2, (12) 
where la] := 1 and arg(a) = v /2  - ½arg h"(Zo). 
Case 2. f ( z )  has simple poles. Suppose f ( z )  has 
simple poles at % ¢ [ -1 ,  1], j = 1, 2 . . . . .  Defor- 
ming the closed contour C to encircle each simple 
pole aj and applying the residue theorem, we have 
a ,= -(2v)l/2~_,D(,~j ' )~7"(e~2- 1) - ' /2 
J 
X Res [ f ( z ) ] ,  n -+ oo, (13) 
z --¢~i 
where ~, == aj + (a2 _ 1),/2 and ]~2] > 1. 
Case 3. f ( z )  has algebraic singularities on the 
real axis. Say f ( z )  = (c -  z)*g(z),  where c > 1, 
g(z )  is entire and q) is rational and non-integral. 
To estimate the contour integral (6), we deform 
the contour C as in Case 1, except hat the cross-cut 
now encloses the part of the real axis between the 
small circle centered at z = c and the contour C. 
We assume that the integral (6) along C tends to 
zero as rmn{ ]z]: z ~ C)  ~ 0o. We also assume that 
,# > - 1 so that the integral around the small circle, 
centered at C, tends to zero. In the limit, therefore, 
the only contributions to the contour integral (6) 
come from the line segment of the cross-cut, which 
combine to give 
a,,-~ - (2 /v )  ,/2 sin(v,#) 
× lira 
a- .~ (X2__ 1 ) ' /2 (X_}_ (X27~l /2 )nUX'  
where ~x == x + (x 2 - 1) '/2 and ]~.,.] > 1. The above 
integral can be estimated as in [2,6]. Assuming that 
the major contribution to the above integral comes 
from values close to z = c, we obtain the estimate 
a,, = - (2 /v )  '/2 sin(vg,)(c 2 - 1) "I'/2 
×g(c )D( fc ' )n  (~+"V(q)+l )~(  -k, (14) 
where f,. = c + (c 2 - 1) 1/2 and If,.I > 1. 
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Case 4. f ( z )  has logarithmic singularities on the 
real axis. Consider f ( z )  "- g(z)  log(c - z), c > 1, 
and assume f ( z )  and g(z)  satisfy the same condi- 
tions in Case 3, wih (c - z) * replaced by log(c - z). 
Applying the same techniques as in Case 3, we 
obtain the following estimate: 
a, = - (2"~) l /2g(c )D(~l )n -1~ ", (15) 
where ~ = c + (c 2 - 1) a/2 and I~l > 1. 
4. Applications 
We consider the weighted least squares ap- 
proximation problem. Given a continuous func- 
tion f (x )  and a nonnegative weight function w(x)  
on the interval [- 1, 1], the weighted least squares 
approximation problem is to find a polynomial of 
degree N, gu(x ) ,  such that the integral 
f l_ lW(X)[f(x)-g~v(X)]2dx is minimized. It is 
known, see, e.g. [4, Chapter 4] that the minimum 
value of the integral is 
fl_lw( )tI(x)-g,,(x)12dx= 
N 
= f "  w(x) f2 (x )dx  ~ a 2 (16) 
n=O 
when the function gx(X) is chosen to be gU(X)= 
~U=oanP,(x ), where (P , (x)} are the orthonormal 
polynomials with respect to the weight function 
w(x)  on the interval [ -1 ,  1] and a, are the gener- 
alized Fourier coefficients defined in (1). There- 
fore the previous techniques for estimating the 
generalized Fourier coefficients can be used to 
approximate the right-hand side of (16). When the 
weight function w(x)  contains critical factors such 
as nearby poles, highly oscillatory factors . . . .  etc, 
we may approximate the integral fL lw(x ) f2 (x )dx  
in (16) by appropriate nonclassical Gaussian 
quadratures. For a detailed iscussion of this topic, 
we refer to [3,5]. 
Bessel's inequality which is an immediate result 
of (16) can be used to find a lower bound of an 
integral with a nonnegative integrand: 
N 
f 2 (17) I w(x ) f2 (x )d  x >~ y, a,. 
--1 n=O 
Consequently the estimates of a.  can be used to 
approximate the right-hand side of (17). 
In the following example we consider the weight 
Table 1 
Values for a, 
n Actual Estimated 
1 - 0.3132 - 0.2076 
2 -0.2429 ( -1 )  -0.1967 ( -1 )  
3 -0.3286 ( -2 )  -0.2868 ( -2 )  
4 -0.5507 ( -3 )  -0.4992 ( -3 )  
function w(x)=x2+ 1 defined on the interval 
[ -1 ,  1]. The first few orthonormal polynomials 
with respect o this weight function are: 
Po(x)  = (3/8) '/2, 
P1(x) = (15t/2/4)x,  
P2(x) = 2.5(21/34)a/2(x2 - 0.4), 
P3(x) = 10.5(5/37)~/2(x 3 - 9/14.  x) ,  
P4(x) = 7.6764216x 4 - 6.9238312x 2 
+ 0.7955956. 
In Table 1 we compute the Fourier coefficients of 
the function f (x )= (2 -  x) 1/2 with respect o the 
weight function w(x)  = x 2 + 1, ~ 
=f l  
a .  (x 2 + 1)(2 x) l /2p . (x )dx ,  
-1  
n=1,2 ,3 ,4 ,  
by analytic methods or the Gauss-Legendre 
quadrature. Estimates for a. can be obtained from 
(14). In Table 1, values in parentheses indicate the 
power of 10 by which the tabulated values are to 
be multiplied. 
Since our estimates for a.  are asymptotic, in 
applying (16) or (17), we do not use very low 
values for the subscript n such as n = 0. We com- 
pute the sum Y'.~=0 a2 by taking the estimated 
values for a., n = 1, 2, 3, 4, from Table 1 and the 
exact value for a 0 = fl__l(X2 + 1) (2 -x )  1/2 
En=0a, = 5.2922 which is Po(x)dx. The result is 4 2 
less than the value of the integral f L l (x  2 + 1)[(2 - 
x)1/2] 2 dx = 5.3333. This is what we expect from 
Bessel's inequality (17). 
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